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“he knew that he could not change the story and change the character. he was just focused on the fact that it
is a padmini film,” she said. “he knew that the film would work. i remember when he was doing prem rog, he
was like, what am i doing in the film. it is manoramas film.” the film would go on to become a hit and would
make rishi kapoor a household name, but not without controversy. after the film, manorama’s husband, one of
the film’s villains, filed a complaint against the actor. he said that he and manorama had not been married for a
long time and that she was married to him. this, however, was false. while they were married at the time of the
film, their marriage had ended by that point. for years, some people wanted to sue the actor, and the case is
still being heard by the supreme court. and while rishi kapoor was never convicted, the film was banned and it
was never screened at the box office. a year later, when padmini was pregnant with their daughter, rishi kapoor
would go on to become the actor’s most romantic and accomplished film, veer-zaara, one of the most well-
known love stories of all time. “the veer-zaara series of films was such a thrill to me,” said padmini. “it was
such an important role. i played the role of his wife. the way he shot the film, the emotion that he brought to
the film, it was just magical. i remember seeing it and thinking, yes, this is the rishi i know. this is the rishi i
have known through the films. he is an artist.” veer-zaara also saw rishi kapoor receive his first major award
nomination. for the filmfare awards, he was nominated in the category of best actor. in the same year, he made
his bollywood debut with the film chaudhvin ka chand.
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rishi kapoor and dimple kapadia's marriage was a happy one. the two had a passion for each other and they
always had the best of times. the two were also very good friends and they loved to hang out with each other,

like many other bollywood couple's. kapoor and kapadia's blissful life was cut short when kapoor died of a heart
attack in 1978. dimple kapadia died of cardiac arrest due to a cerebral haemorrhage in 1993. dimple kapadia's
family were close friends of rishi kapoor's and they loved rishi kapoor dearly. they knew that the two were very

close and rishi kapoor was as protective of her as he could be. at first, dimple kapadia, like many in the
industry, did not want to accept rishi kapoor as a great actor. she tried to get him to come back home and live
with her parents, but he refused to go. dimple kapadia loved her husband and was worried that he might not
live the rest of his life. rishi kapoor's wife, uttara, and rishi kapoor's daughter, neetu, helped dimple kapadia
financially and they were also good friends. dimple kapadia is also credited with giving neetu kapoor her first
break in the industry. when she was just two years old, dimple kapadia brought neetu kapoor to bombay with

her to have her first acting role in a movie. dimple kapadia hoped that neetu kapoor would follow in her
footsteps and become a successful actress too. “i think that’s one of his great films,” she said. “i was very
young then. i had just turned 20 and i was in the film prem rog. i remember him saying, why are you doing

this? it is a padmini film, it is a manorama film.” 5ec8ef588b
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